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CHAPTER I.
THE EMPIRE'S AGE AND SCOPE.
The excavations of Petrie revealed in
Egypt the remains of a distinct race
that preceded the historic Egyptians.
The earliest civilization was higher
than that of the later dynasties. Its
purer art represents an
"Old Race" that fills all the
background of the pre-historic ages.

It colonized the first civilized centers of
the primitive world. The ancients called
this pioneer ram which lit the torch of art
and science, Cushite Ethiopians, the
founders of primeval cities and civilized
life. The wonders of India, to which
Europe sought a passage in the age of
Columbus, the costly products and
coveted merchandise of Babylon, and the
amazing prehistoric civilization of Asia
Minor, sprang from this little recognized
source. The achievements of this race in
early ages were the result of co-
operation. Cushites reached the true
zenith of democracy. Their skillful hands
raised Cyclopean walls dug out mighty
lakes and laid imperishable roads that
have endured throughout the ages. This
was the uniform testimony of ancient
records.
 
Modern writers seem of superficial
research, either being unaware of these
facts, or knowing, purposely ignore them.
Archaeologists dig up the proofs, p. 16
ethnologists announce their origin, but
history refuses to change its antiquated
and exploded theories. General history
informs us that when the curtain of
history was lifted, the civilization of Egypt
was hoary with age. It was a culture that
must have developed from thousands of
years of growth. Why is the scholarship
of the world so silent as to what lay
behind historic Egypt? No nation
throughout the ages has "as Athene
sprung full-fledged into knowledge of all
the arts and sciences." The story of what
lay behind Egypt fascinated the whole
ancient world.

The culture of Egypt did not originate
upon the Lower Nile. Who then was
her teacher? It was the ancient
Cushite empire of Ethiopians, which
weighty authorities tell us ruled over
three continents for thousands of
years. Should the world wait longer to
test the truth of these ancient
witnesses? Besides, these gigantic
achievements, the petty conquests of
Alexander the Great, Julius Caesar,
and of Napoleon Bonaparte, fade into
insignificance.
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Editorial 
 
by Yolande Grant
 
Identifying, Defining, and Defending Our Afrikan Space
 
We are the survivors and custodians of the continent and are free to carve out vast
areas that signify our return to the Motherland. As more information integral to stolen
and hidden history become uncovered and available, it is incumbent upon us to make all
of it accessible to current and future generations. There is an undeniable fitting end to
what must be told ad infinitum.
 
This knowledge-based magazine was created for the benefit of all indigenous African
descents worldwide and written from a Caribbean perspective with a view to bridge the
gap linguistically. Our security from east to west is paramount, essential, and non-
negotiable. It is our birthright. The spiritual strength of our ancestors remains our guide,
and all extreme levels of previously imposed uncertainty devoid of self-confidence has
vanished.
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Seeing Beyond 

the Americas

Source: https://cafnr.missouri.edu/international-programs/africa/

With a scarcity of elucidation prevalent throughout, there was no direct way of
understanding situations and positions, even before we understood that our recent fore-
parents were muted, unable to communicate innermost feelings, and expressly forbidden
from sharing limited wisdom or concerns, not even to protect families.
 
Herculean efforts were drawn upon to survive such mental confinement and severe hurdles,
during the eras of not knowing true history or identities, at a time when comprehension and
tuition were insubstantial. This dumbing down device served a purpose that did not benefit
our ancestors while finding rudimentary perception skills in the wider populations was finite
and unpopular.
 
A higher proficiency amid towering levels of tutelage surrounding our continent for Africans
domiciled in the diaspora is essential to undo an archaic defeatist ideology that has worn
thin.

The centuries-old journey of Africans
within the Americas carries valuable
content for lifetimes of authoring going
forward. There is no end to the
numerous instances of inexplicable
societal challenges encountered
generationally, that seemed as though
invisible hands were choreographing and
orchestrating events in individual
melanated lives.
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THE SURVIVORS & INHERITORS

We inherited a continent, and with that gift comes great responsibility. Whether we were
born in ancient Kush, Kemet, Timbuktu or elsewhere, Afrika is our ancestral land and
therefore the melamine are entitled to claim that right, as we are Afrikan first, both
legally and eternally. Everyone else are squatters.
 
In tribute to our ancestors whose omnipresence and divine existence is worth
celebrating, reinforcing throughout multiple epochs, and must never again face callous
insult, disrespect, or written out and corroded by poseurs.
 
The instinctual determination of our forebears to survive so that we could, must mean
something to every descendant across each millennium. Their sacrosanct stories are
worthy of retelling incessantly. Our superhuman mothers and forefathers deserve the
utmost reverence and worship.
 
As The Chosen of our native and indigenous lands, we must keep that flame burning for
all eternity. Our descendants will want answers and expect us to provide them to
enhance their chances for survival.
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Mother Afrika

The most disregarded, unappreciated and ravaged continent on earth keeps supplying its
pillagers with everything they need to perpetrate indignities on our land and against
overcomers far and wide.
 
Uncivil, venal impolite usurpers always seek ways and means to take more each time and
give much less than what they amass. The audacity to shamelessly leave our Land of the
Blacks in economic shambles, quivering in environmental distress and wallowing in
inhumane destitution is cause for intensified vigilance.
 
The desire to demoralize the original inhabitants and socially reduce The Chosen to
slaves to pilfer wealth and resources is an evil deserving of complete eradication and
should trigger a monitoring system to detect such violent breaches.
 
Our legacy must be one of rescue of our inheritance. Invading rapacious corporations
have no right. There is no justification for such vile actions other than innate greed. Those
leaders who are submissive and compliant must come to the realization that this is
unsustainable for our future generations and therefore must end.
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CONTRIBUTOR COLUMN

June 20, 2020
By: Ziggy Marley
 

Something is on my mind, look at us, look on our planet as we celebrate father’s day
today #motherearth is suffering and so we are suffering. All over the plant earth
#MONSTER corporations are devouring exploiting, destroying our planet, our habitat to
the detriment of our species as well as countless other species. It is not worth it. There
are other means more compatible to a planet in balance where such monstrous
corporations’ negative impact on the environment is unnecessary to the success of
humanity. We do not have to destroy and endanger nature for our children to prosper
economically, which seems to be the only driving force behind the continuous assault on
life itself on planet Earth.
My brothers and sisters in Namibia have reached out to me to inform and enlighten me
on what has been taking place in the #Okavangodelta. Check this right, a foreign
company named, and this is funny to me #RECONAFRICA (look them up) is being
resisted by the Namibian people because of the life-threatening impact their operations
will have on the environment, wildlife, and human life of the regions.
Does Africa need to be conned again? #no. You know Re-Con Africa “CON” being the
action word. It is right there in the name, believe them when they tell you what they are
about. I bring this to light to bring the cause of all species on this planet to light. I stand
in solidarity with the elephants, the birds, the trees and plants, the rhinos, the creatures
of the sea to say we cannot take this anymore. They are allegedly destroying our habitat
relentlessly from the Amazon to the Okavango, from the Caribbean Sea to the Pacific
Ocean. The majority power and wealth on this planet is being wielded and concentrated
in fewer and fewer individuals as the years go by. The common man and woman have
less and less importance in their world. We must move together to safeguard what we
have left; we must take individual as well as collective action. Think about it and share
your ideas, let us see how we gonna really make a difference, we must.
 
Yours
truly,
 
a sick and tired motivated positive human being
 
 
 

SAVE THE OKAVANGO DELTA, STOP RECONAFRICA
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By Ziggy Marley
 
I just cannot be silent on this it touches me too deeply. For years and years this institution 
has been allegedly abusing children in all different ways and it is like no one really cares, 
no protests, no punishment, no accountability.
 
People still flock to their hypocrisy, their ideology, supporting and giving them comfort, 
while they do public relations BS. They profess Christ and his teaching. When did Christ 
abuse children? There is no excuse you can give me or no quote from scriptures that can 
diminish this sin. It is on the individuals as well as the institutions and those glorified 
holier-than-thou leaders. 
 
Their own actions of allegedly sexually taking advantage of children for years are the 
definition of Antichrist. I make no apology; it hurts too much. We speak the truth. 
#loveismyreligion. #saveourchidren #vatican @franciscus
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OUR ANCESTRAL HOLDINGS

For centuries we were deterred from understanding our ancestral portfolio, causing a void
that was skillfully exploited by the selfish and wantonly covetous. Reclaiming our rightful
place can in no way be overstated.
 
Shallow intellects that see any opportunity to rush forward as new slave masters, believing it
is their turn to rob our lands of resources because of designated colonial agent roles, as the
well known pretensive leaders of small isles. The mindless holders of temporary immunity
that is geared toward the destruction of Black Afrikan lives are warned to find another
source of income outside of latching on to melamine livity.
 
The usefulness of jailers who restricted descendants on island atolls for over half-century
has expired. Uninspiring misleaders who have for decades ingratiated themselves to the
vulnerable through falsehoods to create havoc are unmasked, since their latest plots to
install our dangerous anti-Black enemies from the Caribbean, in Afrika ahead of us, has
unravelled. The arrogance of both unsavory elements is matched only by their daring
viciousness in believing that the continent would never find out their true motives.
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OUR FEARLESS DESCENDANTS

Newer generations of diaspora Afrikans are blessed with the skills to roll back historical
falsifications critical and pivotal to our re-emergence and reclamation.
 
Beggars of colonial prestige in small states through gullible electorates are never again to
hold our people to ransom or leverage their lives for worldwide recognition, accreditation, or
misuse privileges of exemption and employ sleight of hand tactics to keep it ongoing
unnecessarily through multiple generations.
 
We are the antithesis of the 500-year-old script. Administrations with unsound
rationalizations have no permission to speak for or represent us in our ancestral jurisdictions,
given their westernized history of alleged treachery. It is an insult to our exalted ancestry.
 

Soucre: Photo by Blue Ox Studio from Pexels
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PEOPLE REPRESENTATION

A voiceless people is not appropriate or conducive to societal success or upliftment.
There is no better example than a 400-year-old journey through the diaspora.
 
More is demanded other then avenues for the elevation of value systems that work
against Afrikans but proficiently rigged for other groups to excel repeatedly.
 
Our descendants deserve much better than what others strategize. We are quite
capable of conceiving everything for our best interests and that of our future
generations without rancid inputs from other groups.
 
The goal is simple. The continent is our destination, a right of possession.
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The Kushite Origins of Sumer And Elam
 
By Runoko Rashidi
 
The Sumerians called themselves the Black-headed people
and they must have been only one of the many Nilotic
Kushite colonies established in early Asia. In addition to
the biblical reference to Nimrod as a son of Kush, the
mighty hunter has identified with Osiris of the Nile Valley. 4
Diodorus Siculus of Sicily, in the section of his work
devoted to Kush, reported that Osiris was the leader of the
Kushite colony that settled in Egypt. The distinguished
nineteenth century British antiquarian and Egyptologist,
Gerald Massey, concurs with Diodorus adding that, “in Kam
or Kush, the Black race was the primeval parentage. The
name was continued by Kam in Egypt, Kush, Mizraim, Phut
and Kanaan represent the four branches in four different
directions; and Nimrod is the typical leader in Sumeri-
Nimrod the son of Kush, of the Black race. “6 The Greeks
and Romans called the Kushites “Ethiopians” and were at
least somewhat cognizant of their vast domains. Early
observers, such as Ephorus, expressly stated that, “The
Ethiopians occupied all the southern coasts of both Asia
and Africa. “7 Homer describes the Ethiopians as “divided,”
and dwell in at the ends of the earth, towards the setting
and rising son. “Stabo adds that Greeks…designated the
whole southern countries towards the ocean…on the coasts
of both Asia and Africa, as Ethiopian.
 

Sources: 4 Rev. Alexander Hislop, The Two Babylons (Neptune, Loizeaux Brothers, 1959) pp.43-44; See also Gerald Massey, Book of Beginnings Vol. (Secausus: University Books,
Inc. 1881. Rpt. 1974) pp.504-505. 5, The Egyptians are colonists sent_out by the Ethiopians, Osiris having been the leader of the colony. And the larger part of the customs of the
Egyptians are, they hold, Ethiopian the colonists still preserving ancient manners. For Instance, the belief their kinds are gods, the very special attention which they pay to their
burials, and many other matters of a similar nature are Ethiopian practices,” Diodorus Siculus, Bk. 3.31. 6 Massey, Op. cit. p. 518. 7, Ephorus, quoted by John. D. Baldwin,
Prehistoric Nations (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1872) p. 219
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